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the advent of fluorescent proteins (FPs) for genetic labeling of 
molecules and cells has revolutionized fluorescence microscopy. 
Genetic manipulations have created a vast array of bright and 
stable FPs spanning blue to red spectral regions. Common to 
autofluorescent FPs is their tight b-barrel structure, which 
provides the rigidity and chemical environment needed for 
effectual fluorescence. despite the common structure, each 
FP has unique properties. thus, there is no single ‘best’ FP 
for every circumstance, and each FP has advantages and 
disadvantages. to guide decisions about which FP is right 
for a given application, we have quantitatively characterized 
the brightness, photostability, ph stability and monomeric 
properties of more than 40 FPs to enable straightforward and 
direct comparison between them. We focus on popular and/or 
top-performing FPs in each spectral region. 

Live-cell fluorescence microscopy offers a powerful way to exam-
ine tissues, cells and subcellular components at functionally 
important scales of time and length1. The cloning of GFP from 
the jellyfish Aequorea victoria2 and its expression in non-jellyfish 
systems3 empowered fluorescence microscopy in cell biology and 
physiology. A major leap in FP technology came with the dis-
covery of homologous FPs from corals and other anthozoans4. 
Genetic manipulations performed on A. victoria GFP5 as well as 
non-jellyfish proteins6 have led to FPs covering spectral regions 
from blue to red with improved brightness and stability5,7,8. 
Detailed discussions of FP mutations are found elsewhere1,5,8.

Some general properties of FPs are critical for understanding 
their function and utility. FPs are ~25 kD, which is large compared 
to organic fluorophores, and the entire protein structure appears 
to be essential to its fluorescence9. FP structures consist of 11  
β-strands surrounding a central α-helix10, where the fluorophore 
arises from a few amino acids. During protein biogenesis, a reac-
tion occurs among FP residues to form an extended conjugation5, 
and fluorescence depends on rigidity and chemical environment 
within the protein structure11. Within the β-barrel fold, mutations 
can change the local fluorophore environment and lead to vari-
ations in spectral characteristics, photostability, acid resistance 
and other physical properties. Mutational work on FPs initially  

focused on improving maturation of fluorescence at 37 °C  
(refs. 7,12), enhancing protein maturation and stability13,14 and 
improving stability in response to chloride, acidity and photoexci-
tation15. Beyond improvement of the photophysical properties of 
FPs, silent mutations have been introduced to optimize expression 
in host organisms16. Finally, almost all FPs are oligomeric (either 
dimeric or tetrameric) in their natural environment, so muta-
tions have been made toward creating monomeric FPs derived 
from jellyfish17 and other species6,18. After more than 20 years 
of research, there is still no perfect FP. Each has advantages and 
disadvantages, so there is no universally ‘best’ choice. To pro-
vide consistent data for comparison, we characterized more than  
40 FPs for their brightness, photostability, pH stability and mono-
meric properties. We report values for all FPs characterized 
but focus our discussion on some of the more popular and/or  
best-performing FPs in various spectral regions.

results
the FP color palette
A major advantage of fluorescence is the ability to resolve multiple 
labels by color. FP variants span the visible spectrum, broadly 
categorized into blue, cyan, green, yellow, orange, red and far red. 
Within a given color range, the simplest delineation is bright-
ness, defined as the combination of light absorbance (extinction 
coefficient) and fluorescence quantum yield (ratio of fluorescent 
photons per absorbed photon). To compare brightness, we puri-
fied FPs and measured their extinction coefficients, quantum 
yields and spectral properties7,19. Enhanced GFP (EGFP) was the 
first robust and reliable FP12, and it remains the ‘gold standard’ 
for FPs. Excitation (Fig. 1a) and fluorescence (Fig. 1b) spectra 
of FPs can be normalized to EGFP to quantify relative absorb-
ance and brightness. Beyond its excitation and emission maxima 
and brightness, an FP’s specific spectral shape is also impor-
tant; for example, the excitation peaks for mKate2 and mCar-
dinal (Fig. 1a) are separated by 15 nm, but the broader spectral  
width of mCardinal gives substantial absorption at ~635 nm  
(a typical laser line), whereas the absorption of mKate2 at 635 nm  
is negligible. Thus, knowledge of spectral shapes is important  
for choosing an FP.
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FP brightness peaks in the middle of the visible spectrum 
with the yellow and orange FPs (mVenus and mKO in Fig. 1), as  
follows from general fluorophore properties. Optical transi-
tion energy depends on charge separation in the fluorophore, 
with larger separations leading to lower energy transitions. Blue 
fluorophores (higher energy) are necessarily smaller than red  
fluorophores and thus have smaller extinction coefficients. 
However, quantum yield is usually inversely correlated with fluoro-
phore size. High quantum yield depends on fluorophore rigidity; 
larger molecules have more degrees of freedom and are thus less 
rigid. Therefore, despite the higher absorption of red FPs, their 
brightness is reduced by lower quantum yields. The extinction 
coefficients, quantum yields, relative brightness and pKa values of 
the FPs studied here are listed in Supplementary Table 1.

Photobleaching
A major consideration in fluorescence microscopy is fluorophore 
photostability. We measured photobleaching rates of FP variants 
embedded in polyacrylamide20 or microdroplets19,21 to enable 

comparison between microscopies (Supplementary Table 2). 
Under identical conditions (80-µW laser illumination), we meas-
ured bleaching half-times ranging from 530 s (for mCardinal) to 
2.7 s (for DsRed2). We also used different illumination intensities 
and modalities (wide-field metal halide lamp or LED and laser 
scanning). We verified that fluorescence intensity is a linear func-
tion of excitation power, and we expected, on the basis of 40 years 
of literature22,23, that photobleaching rates would also be linear 
(i.e., at twice the intensity, the photobleaching rate doubles). 
Instead, we found that almost all FPs show supralinear (‘acceler-
ated’) photobleaching (Fig. 2). This acceleration of photobleaching  
is similar to what is measured under two-photon excitation21. 
We could fit these data to log(F) = −αlog(P) + c, which yields a 
photobleaching rate of kbleach = bIα, where F is the fluorescence 
intensity, P is the illumination power and b and c are constants. 
The slope of the log–log plot gives the value of α, and these values 
are listed in Supplementary Table 2 for each modality.

Accelerated FP photobleaching has significant implications, 
as even a small α can make a big difference in the total pho-
tobleaching, depending on the imaging method. Wide-field 
microscopy uses low power spread over every pixel for the full 
duration of the image, but laser-scanning confocal microscopy 
focuses all of the light on a single pixel for a short period of time 
and then raster scans the pixels. Using identical total power for 
wide-field and confocal imaging, the instantaneous power (i.e., 
intensity) is much higher in laser scanning. For a 1-s 512 × 512 
image, the laser-scanning intensity is 250,000-fold higher than 
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Figure 1 | Excitation and emission spectra of several commonly used FPs 
across the visible region. (a,b) Excitation (a) and emission (b) spectra 
for various FPs. Peak values are normalized to EGFP = 1 by the extinction 
coefficient (a) or to EGFP = 1 by their relative brightness (extinction 
coefficient × quantum yield) (b). All spectra were acquired with  
at least three separate preparations of the purified FPs, and spectral 
standard deviations were all <1%. 
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Figure 2 | Log–log plot of photobleaching rates versus illumination 
power as measured by laser-scanning microscopy. (a) Excitation intensity 
dependence for a few common cyan, green and yellow FPs. (b) Behavior 
of orange and red FPs. Similar power dependence is seen with wide-field 
lamp or LED illumination (supplementary table 2). Data are plotted 
as mean ± s.d. (supplementary note). For each FP, the fit value of 
the exponent α is given on the legend. All photobleaching experiments 
were repeated a minimum of 20 times with at least 10 separate FP 
purifications. Photobleaching rates were fit as described in the text; 
means ± s.d. are reported in supplementary table 2. 
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in wide-field illumination. For α = 1.07 
(monomeric EGFP (mEGFP)), the laser-
scanning bleaching rate (kbleach) is propor-
tional to 250,0001.07 ≈ 596,750, but each 
pixel is illuminated for only 1/250,000 of 
the imaging time, which yields bleaching 
(kbleach × time) ~2.4-fold greater than in 
wide-field microscopy. Photobleaching 
differences between laser-scanning and 
wide-field illumination grow rapidly as a 
function of the exponent α: α = 1.2 leads 
to >10-fold faster photobleaching in laser 
scanning, and α = 1.35 leads to >100-fold 
faster bleaching. Despite the disproportionate effects of accel-
erated photobleaching on laser-scanning approaches, confocal 
imaging is superior for many studies of intact tissue because of its 
3D signal discrimination24, and many long-term confocal imaging 
studies have been successful with FPs. Accelerated photobleach-
ing is not as bad for spinning-disk approaches (where multiple 
spots are imaged simultaneously, thus lowering the intensity at 
each spot), but photobleaching in these instruments can still be 
several-fold faster than in wide-field imaging25. The mechanism 
underlying accelerated photobleaching remains unknown, but we 
hypothesize that additional photons interacting with the excited-
state fluorophore increase the photobleaching probability.

The data described above (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 2) 
were acquired in vitro, but accelerated photobleaching of FPs also 
occurred in cells. We measured laser-scanning confocal bleach-
ing rates of the widely used FPs mCerulean (α = 1.12), mEGFP  
(α = 1.29), mVenus (α = 1.13), and mCherry (α = 1.38) at 60 µW 
and 240 µW. Free FPs were expressed and bleaching was measured 
over entire cells (>100 cells per condition). Linear photobleach-
ing would yield fourfold faster bleaching at 240 µW than at  
60 µW, so deviations from the factor of four yield a value for α. 
For mCerulean, the bleaching half-time was 108 s with 60 µW and 
24 s with 240 µW, an apparent α = 1.09. For mEGFP, bleaching 
half-times were 239 s at 60 µW and 46 s at 240 µW (α = 1.19); 
for mVenus, 58 s at 60 µW and 12 s at 240 µW (α = 1.14); for 
mCherry, 348 s at 60 µW and 49 s at 240 µW (α = 1.41), all of 
which were consistent with our in vitro measurements. Absolute 
photobleaching rates and accelerated photobleaching appear to be 
independent. In cells, mCherry was bleached ~50% more slowly 
than mEGFP with 60 µW, but their photobleaching rates were 
nearly identical at 240 µW.

Photobleaching is a complex phenomenon that depends on 
many factors, especially oxidizing or reducing environments, 
but accelerated photobleaching appears to be independent of the 
local environment21. However, photobleaching rates in cells can 

vary as a function of the incubation medium26. Similar differ-
ences can be expected for FPs in various intracellular compart-
ments, but slowly photobleaching FPs are generally more slowly 
photobleached in all compartments. Photobleaching can also be 
exacerbated during multicolor imaging, as some FPs photobleach 
faster in the presence of additional illumination wavelengths,  
even when those additional wavelengths would not excite the FP 
on their own27.

Several consequences arise from this accelerated photobleach-
ing phenomenon. First, it is difficult to choose between FPs on 
the basis of any single photobleaching rate. An FP that bleaches 
too fast at low excitation intensity may be preferable for higher-
intensity experiments if it demonstrates minimally accelerated 
photobleaching. Second, the most common approach for time-
lapse, 3D-resolved measurements is confocal microscopy, but the 
instruments used are susceptible to problems arising from accel-
erated photobleaching. Several alternatives are less susceptible to 
photobleaching given supralinear bleaching. These alternatives 
do not require scanned illumination or a pinhole for detection, 
and they include total internal reflection (TIRF), selective plane 
illumination (SPIM), deconvolution and structured illumination 
microscopies. Some of these approaches do not create out-of-focus 
background (TIRF and SPIM), whereas others (deconvolution and 
structured illumination) utilize the out-of-focus light to generate 
a more complete view of a 3D data volume. TIRF is ideal for cell 
imaging28, particularly for events involved in apoptosis, but can 
measure things only within ~100 nm of the surface. Both decon-
volution29 and structured illumination30 microscopies can achieve 
high lateral and axial resolution (100 nm in x and y and <500 nm 
in z, respectively), but for scattering samples, such as cell clus-
ters, these approaches lose effectiveness at <10 µm into the sam-
ple31,32. SPIM permits imaging deep into samples with minimal 
photobleaching33. These alternatives are widely used in cell biology  
research, and with the potential severity of accelerated photo-
bleaching, even more researchers should consider using them.
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aFigure 3 | Wide-field fluorescence images of 
FP–CytERM fusion proteins expressed in live 
cells. (a–l) CytERM-fused mEGFP (A206K) (a), 
mCherry (b), mCitrine (A206K) (c), mOrange2 
(d), mNeonGreen (e), mKate2 (f), EGFP (A206) 
(g), mKO2 (h), mTagBFP2 (i), mTagRFP-T (j), 
Citrine (A206) (k) and DsRed2 (l) expressed in 
HeLa cells. Scale bars, 10 µm. All images are 
representative of at least 7,000 cells analyzed 
for each FP.
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monomeric quality
Virtually all FPs are oligomeric (either dimeric or tetrameric) 
in their natural environment. Wild-type A. victoria GFP is part 
of a heterotetrameric complex with aequorin34, whereas most 
coral and anemone FPs occur naturally as tetramers6. To prevent 
oligomerization, mutations have been developed to eliminate 
dimerization of jellyfish-derived FPs17, and though elimination 
of tetramers in coral FPs has proven more difficult, substantial 
progress has been made. For applications such as cell-type iden-
tification, monomeric proteins are not required, so a bright FP 
of any color can be used. Monomerized FPs work well in most  
applications, even though some can form low-affinity oligo- 
mers when expressed at high levels or constrained within subcel-
lular compartments. To evaluate FP oligomeric tendencies, we 
used FPs fused onto an endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane 
protein (CytERM)35. These ER-associated FP-fusion proteins 
can be expressed at high effective concentrations, where homo- 
oligomerization can lead to cross-linking between FPs and recon-
figuration of ER from a tubular network into an organized smooth 
ER (OSER) whorl structure. We evaluated live cells to eliminate 
gross overexpression artifacts and then conducted an OSER assay 
of different FPs (Fig. 3). Approximately 10,000 cells were ana-
lyzed for each FP (using 7,000–20,000 cells), and the percentage 
of observed cells exhibiting OSER whorls was determined over at 
least 15 preparations by three individual scorers.

We performed the OSER assay on 63 FPs, including known oli-
gomeric FPs. Many FPs appeared strongly monomeric, although 
others that have been previously reported as monomeric were 
found to oligomerize (Table 1). The two monomeric forms of 
EGFP (mEGFP containing either the A206K or the L221K muta-
tion)17 were the best-performing FPs in the OSER assay. There is a 
continuum of monomeric quality, but we suggest that FPs scoring 
~90% or higher can be reasonably assumed to be monomeric. We 
expect these FPs to perform well in most fusion constructs, but 
their behavior should be evaluated in each specific construct and 
cell type. Many widely used and promising FPs had scores below 
90%. In the same way that a high score in the OSER assay does not 
mean an FP will always perform well, a lower score does not mean 
that an FP can never be used. We have had success using mKO2 
and mCardinal in protein fusions, although each has also failed in 
some circumstances. Such results would be consistent with their 
OSER assay scores of 68% and 41%, respectively.

Beyond brightness, pH stability, photostability and mono-
meric quality, other factors can affect FP performance in specific 
situations, but these are difficult to assess across all FPs. Some 
experiments require a fast maturation rate or high maturation 
efficiency of the FP fluorophore, for which some FPs are optimal 
(for example, sfGFP14 and mVenus36). However, this property can 
be cell-type dependent and is difficult to recapitulate accurately 
in vitro. Another property that is difficult to assess broadly is 
protein stability. Some FPs have been designed to degrade37 or 
change color38, but protein stability and color switching can be 
confounding factors. The photoactivation properties intrinsic to 
the original GFP7 have been leveraged for lineage-tracing and 
super-resolution microscopy, but many FPs show photoswitching 
properties that complicate experimental results39,40. Not every FP 
exhibits photoswitching, and those that do have properties that 
can depend on both excitation intensity and pH40. Interference 
is also another consideration; fidelity of any FP in fusions relies 

table 1 | Percentage of cells scored without visible OSER whorls as a 
function of FP–CytERM fusion protein, ranked from most monomeric 
(100%) to most strongly oligomeric (0%)

FP normal cells (%) s.d. (%)

mEGFP (L221K) 98.8 1.2
mEGFP (A206K) 98.1 1.6
mEmerald (A206K) 96.6 1.1
mRFP1 95.8 1.1
mT-Sapphire (A206K) 95.5 0.6
mApple 95.3 1.7
mPapaya 95.1 1.1
mCherry 95.0 0.8
CyPet 94.0 2.4
mKate2.5 93.9 1.7
mCitrine (A206K) 93.8 2.6
mTurquoise2 (A206K) 93.8 1.0
mTurquoise (A206K) 93.3 1.2
mRuby 93.1 2.1
mCerulean (A206K) 92.6 2.0
mTFP1 92.0 1.5
mTopaz (A206K) 91.9 2.0
mOrange2 91.8 1.4
FusionRed 91.5 3.0
mPlum 91.5 2.4
mOrange 91.4 1.7
mCerulean3 (A206K) 91.0 1.8
mStrawberry 90.6 2.5
mClover (A206K) 90.5 4.5
mNeonGreen 90.4 2.1
mEos3d.2G16 90.4 2.4
mAzamiGreen 90.3 4.7
mAmetrine 90.0 4.5
mRaspberry 89.6 4.0
mPapaya2 87.6 3.2
mRuby2 87.4 5.8
mWasabi 86.4 2.5
mVenus (A206K) 83.9 4.4
mKate2 81.1 6.1
Cerulean (A206) 78.3 4.8
EGFP (A206) 76.5 6.9
Clover (A206) 72.9 5.5
mKO2 68.4 4.2
Topaz (A206) 63.8 8.0
tdTurboRFP 62.5 9.4
YPet (A206) 62.5 5.2
Superfolder GFP (A206V) 62.4 6.3
Emerald (A206) 58.9 5.5
mTagRFP 57.7 7.5
tdTomato 57.6 4.9
EBFP2 (A206) 57.0 2.7
mKate 54.5 4.8
mEos3dG16 53.3 7.8
mTagBFP2 49.8 1.9
mKO 46.9 6.1
MiCy 41.7 10.7
mCardinal 41.3 3.6
mTagRFP-T 41.2 4.0
mNeptune 40.5 3.8
Venus (A206) 36.5 3.5
Citrine (A206) 36.2 3.9
tdKatushka 30.6 5.9
acGFP 29.5 12.4
TurboRFP 0 0
dKatushka 0 0
DsRed2 0 0
zsYellow 0 0
AsRed 0 0
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on more than oligomerization, as FPs can interfere with proper 
trafficking of the target protein. Such interference is often specific 
to an FP and cell type. Finally, FPs can have different expres-
sion levels under identical conditions41. These differences might 
reflect mRNA stability, translation efficiency or FP stability and 
can be critical for FP use in transgenic animals.

disCussion
As demonstrated by these data, there is no single best FP for every 
circumstance. It is notable that even though EGFP was the first 
generally useful FP, mEGFP remains one of the best and most 
versatile FPs available. Considering how the growth of FP use 
depended on this early variant, it seems fortuitous that it is one 
of the best performers. When choosing an FP, it is important to 
note that every FP measured here (as well as previous variants 
that were dimmer and less photostable) can be used effectively 
in many experiments. For this reason, it may not be worth the 
effort to switch to a better-performing FP if the one currently 
in use is yielding reliable data. For new projects, however, our 
comprehensive data set provides a guide to which FPs are likely 
to be the best choice. On the basis of overall performance, mTag-
BFP2 and mTurquoise2 were the best of the blue and cyan FPs, 
respectively; however, unless these colors are specifically needed, 
it is usually better to use more red-shifted FPs to avoid the greater 
autofluorescence in these spectral regions. In particular, blue FPs 
have proven challenging and should be used with caution. In the 
green region, EGFP was the first generally reliable FP, and because 
of its combination of positive attributes, mEGFP remains the gold 
standard to which the performance of other FPs is compared. For 
the yellow spectrum, mVenus and mCitrine have proven reliable, 
but because mCitrine is more strongly monomeric, it is likely to 
be better for the most demanding situations.

The orange FPs are the brightest owing to their combination of 
large extinction coefficients and relatively high quantum yields, 
but choosing an orange FP is not straightforward. mKO and 
mKO2, the brightest orange FPs, show a propensity to oligomer-
ize and are prone to accelerated photobleaching. mOrange2 is not 
as bright as the other orange FPs, but it shows excellent photosta-
bility and is strongly monomeric and may therefore be the best 
choice, even though it also exhibits accelerated photobleaching.  
In the red spectral region, mCherry is widely used for many  
applications but has been reported to aggregate when expressed in 
some fusions42, despite its excellent performance as a monomer in 
the OSER assay. mApple can be used effectively as a brighter sub-
stitute for mCherry in most cases. mApple is strongly monomeric 
and shows low accelerated photobleaching. However, the mApple 
emission is blue-shifted from that of mCherry by approximately 
18 nm, which increases spectral overlap with the orange FP vari-
ants. In the far-red region, mKate2 is currently the brightest and 
most monomeric FP. However, mCardinal can be a better choice 
because its red-shifted excitation profile allows it to be used with 
635-nm (or Cy5 cube) excitation, which is unique among cur-
rent autofluorescent FPs. mCardinal is photostable, but it shows  
accelerated photobleaching and is not strongly monomeric.

Green and yellow FPs have reached near-maximal perform-
ance, as many have very high quantum yields and are strongly 
monomeric. Some improvements in photostability may still be 
forthcoming, but many of these FPs are sufficiently photostable  
for long-term live-cell imaging. Looking forward, significant 

improvements are likely for orange and red FPs and for far-red 
FPs especially, which are less bright because of their low quantum 
yields. Because tissue absorption of light and autofluorescence 
are minimal in the red spectral region, these FPs are particu-
larly important for animal and tissue imaging. Current FP devel-
opment is focused on the discovery and creation of improved  
red and far-red FPs.

methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper.
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